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The adhesive and frictional response of an AFM tip connected to a substrate through supramolecular host-guest complexes is
investigated by dynamic Monte Carlo simulations. The variation of the pull-off force with the unloading rate recently observed
in experiments is here unraveled by evidencing a simultaneous (progressive) break of the bonds at fast (slow) rates. The model
reveals the origin of the observed plateaus in the retraction force as a function of tip-surface distance, showing that they ensue
from the tip geometrical features. In lateral sliding, the model exhibits a wide range of dynamic behaviors ranging from smooth
sliding to stick-slip at different velocities, with the average friction force determined by the characteristic formation/rupture rates
of the complexes. In particular, it is shown that for some molecular complexes friction can become almost constant over a wide
range of velocities. Also, we show the possibility to exploit ageing effect through slide-hold-slide experiments, in order to infer
the characteristic formation rate. Finally, our model predicts a novel “anti-ageing” effect which is characterized by a decrease of
static friction force with the hold time. Such effect is explained in terms of enhancement of adhesion during sliding, especially
observed at high driving velocities.

The field of nanotribology evolved around attempts to un-
derstand the relationship between frictional forces and micro-
scopic properties of systems.1 Recent experimental and theo-
retical studies2–9 have suggested that the observed frictional
phenomena might originate from the formation and rupture
of microscopic bonds (junctions) that form between surfaces
in close vicinity. Furthermore, these findings indicate that
stick-slip motion is connected to a collective behavior of the
bonds2–6,9. The formation and rupture of bonds are thermally
activated processes and, thus, temperature may play an im-
portant role in the dynamics of friction at the nanoscale.4–8

Friction is not simply the sum of single-bond responses, but
is influenced by temporal and spatial dynamics across the en-
tire ensemble of bonds that form the frictional interface. The
way how individual bonds can be averaged to yield friction
response has been the focus of intense research in the past
decade,1 however many key aspects of the friction dynamics
and its relation to the kinetics of bond formation and rupture
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are still not well understood. One of the main difficulties in
understanding and predicting frictional response is a lack of
information on the nature of mediating bonds and their kinetic
characteristic rates of formation and rupture. The phenomeno-
logical models4–6,8 that successfully described velocity and
temperature dependencies of friction through thermally ac-
tivated rupture, formation, and strengthening of molecular
bonds involved a large number of empirical parameters, which
limits their insight and predictive power. In most frictional
force microscopy (FFM) experiments the tip apex termination
remains unknown in term of its structure and chemical nature,
a fact that may severely restrict the interpretation of the data.
A significant progress in understanding microscopic mecha-
nism of friction in terms of dynamical rupture and formation
of molecular bonds can be achieved through investigations of
model systems, where the tip and substrate are functionalized
by assemblies of host molecules and adhesion between the
contacting surfaces is caused by supramolecular host-guest
interactions.9 In this case, in contrast to previous studies of
frictions, the usage of single-molecule techniques allows more
detailed insight in binding forces and rates of bond formation
and rupture.10,11 First experimental study of friction and adhe-
sion caused by cooperative rupture of supramolecular bonds9

discovered a remarkable difference in the dynamics of these
processes: the pull-off force increased dramatically with un-
loading rate, while the friction force was found to be constant,
over a sliding velocity range of more than three orders of mag-
nitude. Moreover, it was suggested that different connector
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molecules can be bound to the same surface functionaliza-
tion, allowing to control friction and adhesion using switch-
able connector molecules12 or to adapt to surface roughness
by varying the lengths of the connectors.

In this article we present results of simulations of dynam-
ics of adhesion and friction caused by cooperative rupture of
supramolecular bonds. Particular attention is given to the ef-
fect of a non-equal load sharing between the bonds, which re-
sults from the curved shape of the AFM tip, on the dynamics
of adhesion and friction. The rate dependence of the pull-off
force and velocity dependence of friction have been calculated
in a broad range of rates of formation and rupture of molecular
bonds, and different dynamical regimes have been discovered.

1 Model

We employ a model in which the host complexes, represented
by ideal rubber bands with spring-constant k and rest length
l0, are attached with homogeneous density to the surface of a
hemispherical 3D tip, and to the counter-surface substrate (see
Fig. 2). The tip, with mass M, diameter D, and coordinates
(X ,Z), is connected to the cantilever holder at (Xholder,Zholder)
through springs of lateral and normal stiffnesses Kx and Kz,
respectively. The tip is then subject to a viscous damping γ ,
accounting for water environment. Tip and holder are initially
placed at Xholder = X = 0, Zholder = Z = Z0. The resulting equa-
tions of motion are

Fig. 1 Sketch of the system.

x

z

substrate

tip

l0

α

(X,Z)

Kx

Kz
V0

(Xholder,Zholder)

D/2

Z0

Fig. 2 Sketch of the adopted model. The rubber bands exerting a
force are red colored, the compressed or detached ones, exerting no
force, are green colored.

MẌ = Kx(Xholder−X)−MγẊ+

+
N

∑
i=1
−kθ(li− l0)cos(αi),

(1a)

MZ̈ = Kz(Zholder−Z)−MγŻ +AsubZ−7

+
N

∑
i=1
−kθ(li− l0)sin(αi),

(1b)

where N(t) connected complexes (up to Nmax), forming angles
αi with the substrate, have elongations (li− l0) modulated by
the Heaviside step-function θ in order to suppress repulsive
contributions, that are negligible within the rubber-band as-
sumption. The term AsubZ−7 describes a short-range repulsion
between the tip and substrate.13

The bonds form vertically, and follow the motion of the
tip along X direction; thus no forces along the transverse Y
direction is generated. The complexes bind or unbind with
thermally-activated rates Ron and Ro f f expressed by

Ron = R0
on exp[−θ(l− l0)

1
2

k(l− l0)2/kBT ],

Ro f f = R0
o f f exp[θ(l− l0)k(l− l0)δl/kBT ],

(2)

in which we have introduced the characteristic attempt rates
R0

on and R0
o f f , the rupture barrier length δl , and the thermal

energy kBT . It should be noted that, because of the curved
shape of the AFM tip, the rates Ron and Ro f f depend on the
position of the attached bond with respect to the tip apex. This
configuration leads to a non-equal load sharing between the
bonds. We also note that due to the nature of the problem and
the symmetry of such a geometrical configuration, the addition
of a lateral direction Y in the model would make the compu-
tational efforts just more demanding without adding any valu-
able physical insight.
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The equations of motion are integrated using a velocity-
Verlet algorithm with a time step ∆t = 1 µs, and forma-
tion/rupture of the complexes is stochastically governed ac-
cording to the probabilities Pon = Ron∆t and Po f f = Ro f f ∆t at
each time step.
If not differently stated, the employed parameters are:
Nmax = 100, k = 0.16 N/m, l0 = 10 nm, δl = 0.1 nm, Z0 = 0.1 nm,
kBT = 25.85 meV, Kx = 50 N/m, Kz = 0.23 N/m, γ = 13.3 ms−1,
M = 1.15×10−9 kg, D = 20 nm. Reference values have been
taken from typical AFM setup and from recent experimental
data we intend to reproduce within our modeling approach.9

2 Pull-off

The friction measurements alone do not allow to establish a
microscopic mechanism of energy dissipation. In order to gain
better understanding of the kinetics of cooperative rupture and
formation of supramolecular bonds, the mechanical response
of the system upon retraction from the surface has been mea-
sured.9 To understand the experimentally observed behavior,
we have performed numerical simulations of the normal force
as a function of the distance between the cantilever holder and
the surfaces, Zholder.
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Fig. 3 (a) Normal force acting on a hemispherical tip for different
unloading rates as a function of the cantilever holder position, with
R0

on = R0
o f f = 0.1 kHz; (b) instantaneous number of connected

complexes. (c) Sketch of the two different stretching scenarios
during the vertical pulling: fast rate (left), slow rate(right)

The normal force is determined by fixing the vertical veloc-
ity of the cantilever holder, Żholder, corresponding to a unload-
ing rate Żholder ×Kz, and by measuring the force exerted on
the tip, i.e. Kz(Zholder−Z). The normal force trend as a func-
tion of the tip height Zholder for different unloading rates is re-
ported in Figure 3(a). Before the complete detachment of the
complexes, and the consequent release of the tip, we can iden-
tify two different regimes: a linear (negative) increase of the
force with increasing Zholder, and a plateau region with normal
force almost independent of Zholder. The linear growth of the
force becomes particularly noticeable for sufficiently high un-
loading rates, for which the number of connected complexes is
very slowly vaying in time until complete detachment occurs;
here, the detailed unbinding dynamics is unable to respond fast
enough during the cantilever retraction [see Figure 3(b)]. This
almost constant number of bonds is that at the initial equilib-
rium, when Zholder = Z = Z0, and is solely determined by the ra-
tio Ron/Ro f f . As depicted in Figure 3(c), when the cantilever
holder gets displaced the system must equilibrate the tension
among a parallel of many complexes connected in series with
the cantilever spring, so that the latter must burden most of
the overall stretching. Therefore, the slope of the linear in-
crement of the normal force is mostly determined by the can-
tilever normal stiffness Kz. The plateau region in the retraction
force traces is a characteristic feature of the discussed experi-
ments with supramolecular bonds, and as far as we know this
effect was not observed in previous force measurements. As
shown in Fig. 3(b) in the plateau region the number of con-
nected complexes decreases with higher Zholder, thus dimin-
ishing the effective stiffness of the complexes in parallel, and
compensating for the stress of the cantilever spring. The rup-
ture starts at the periphery of the tip and propagates towards
its apex. The progressive unbinding of the complexes gives
rise to a saw-tooth-shaped fine structure of the normal force in
plateaus, as recently observed in experiments and exploited to
determine the effective stiffness of a single complex.9

2.1 Rate dependence

As anticipated above, the maximum normal force – the pull-
off force (or rupture force) – is therefore strongly depen-
dent on the unloading rate, and on its relation with the bind-
ing/unbinding rates in Eq. 2. To investigate this aspect, we
have reported in Figure 4 the pull-off forces calculated for a
hemispherical tip, as a function of the unloading rate for a set
of R0

o f f ,R0
on values.

In agreement with experimental observations,9 our results
exhibit two distinct regimes: (i) at low unloading rates the rup-
ture force is approximately constant, (ii) with increasing un-
loading rates Ur, the pull-off force grows as U0.34

r . A compar-
ison of our simulated rate-dependence of pull-off force with
the experimental observations of Ref. 9 is provided in Fig. 4
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inset.
For increasing unbinding rates R0

o f f , the transition separat-
ing these two regimes shifts at higher unloading rates. Regime
(i) is usually attributed to a quasi-equilibrium state in which
the number of bonds is maintained approximately constant by
a fast rebinding of broken bonds.14 In our system the origin of
this regime is different, it results from the progressive unbind-
ing of bonds.

Besides, since 1/Ro f f represents a characteristic time for
bond rupture, more bonds are connected at lower R0

o f f val-
ues, resulting in larger pull-off forces. Instead, R0

on produces
negligible effects in its considered range, due to the fact that
the formation of bonds with large elongation demands ener-
gies much larger than kBT , thus requiring huge R0

on prefactors
in Eq. 2 to compensate over the exponential term. Here, we
note that thermal energy is overcome already at elongations
of

√
2kBT/k' 0.23 nm and kBT/kδl ' 0.26 nm for bond for-

mation and bond rupture, respectively. Beyond these elonga-
tions, very large (small) R0

on (R0
o f f ) prefactors are required to

compensate the exponential terms in Eq. 2. Thus, within the
considered range for R0

on, the formation of a bond becomes
impossible already at modest elongations, so that the bonds
will never reform after rupture at the typical unbinding time-
scales. However, when a bond is intact, the elongation before
rupture is (roughly speaking) determined by the rupture time
1/Ro f f times the cantilever holder velocity. Clearly, larger un-
loading rates correspond to larger rupture lengths. This is why,
as shown in Fig. 4, in the investigated range of parameters the
pull-off forces much increase at lower R0

o f f , while R0
on acts as

a mild pull-off shifter.

2.2 Tip-geometry effects

Under the condition of identical bonds, having the same rest
lengths and the same binding/unbinding probabilities, which
is characteristic for a blind tip with an extended flat surface,
one might expect an almost simultaneous rupture of all the
bonds when the applied force exceeds a critical value, rather
than a one-by-one rupture as occurring during the normal
force plateaus. However, in a common experimental setup,
because of the curved shape of the AFM tip, some bonds are
more stretched than others, thus giving rise to a non-uniform
distribution of unbinding probabilities in the ensemble of
bonds. To explore this aspect we have performed simulations
with different tip shapes. In particular, in Figure 5 we report
normal force curves obtained for flat, hemispherical, and con-
ical tips. Clearly, both spherically- and conically-shaped tips
produce similar curves, with well pronounced plateaus of the
normal force extending for more than 5 nm. Conversely, in
the case of a flat tip no plateu forms, supporting the idea that
the one-by-one rupture occurring at the plateaus is intimately
connected to a non-uniform distribution of bond elongations
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viscous damping. (inset) Best fit of experimental data from Ref. 9,
obtained with R0
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o f f = 25 Hz, δl = 0.22 nm,
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Fig. 5 (a) Normal force as a function of the cantilever holder
position for different tip geometries (unloading rate = 512 nN/s,
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o f f = 0.1 kHz); (b) instantaneous number of connected

complexes.

induced by the tip geometry. The bonds connected at the pe-
riphery of the tip become more stretched, and they broke first.
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Sketch of the bond breaking mechanism leading to a chaotic stick-slip motion.

3 Friction

In sliding experiments, the friction force is determined by
fixing the height, Zholder, and the driving velocity, Ẋholder,
of the cantilever holder, and measuring its lateral torsion,
Kx(Xholder − X). Figure 6(a) reports the lateral force traces
as a function of the cantilever position for different sliding ve-
locities. We notice two opposite limiting behaviors: a smooth
almost-constant force at small sliding velocity, and a chaotic
stick-slip regime, with strongly increased average value (fric-
tion), at fast sliding. As reported in Figure 6(b), the average
number of connected bonds during sliding is roughly constant
at low velocity, revealing a steady-state regime in which the
complexes bind and unbind at rates faster than the characteris-
tic sliding frequency 1/τ = (kẊholderδl/kBT ). In this quasi-
equilibrium regime the time-averaged friction force grows
with the driving velocity [see Fig. 6(c)]. On the contrary, at
large velocities, we find pronounced sudden drops in the force
traces of Fig. 6(a), revealing the occurrence of avalanches
of breaking contacts. Similar to the pull-off case, the lat-
ter regime onsets when the characteristic sliding frequency is
higher than the rate of the natural unbinding timescale, thus
increasing the lateral force until some bonds induce the col-
lective rupture that leads to an abrupt slip of the tip. This

mechanism is sketched in Figure 6(d).

3.1 Role of velocity and binding/unbinding rates

By plotting the average lateral (friction) force as a function
of the driving velocity for different binding/unbinding rates
[Fig. 6(c)], we observe a multiplicity of possible distinctive
regimes, with increasing or decreasing friction as a function
of velocity, and, in some case, the occurrence of a blunt maxi-
mum. To understand such scenario we compare the character-
istic sliding time with the two microscopic characteristic times
of our model, namely 1/R0

on, the minimum bond formation
time, and 1/R0

o f f , the maximum bond rupture time. During
sliding, the bonds are continuously broken and reformed in
an unstressed state and the friction force can be estimated as
kẊholderNeq/R0

o f f ,4 where Neq is the number of intact bonds in
equilibrium.

A characteristic feature of low sliding velocity regime is
the essential absence of correlation between individual rupture
events, which is a manifestation of thermal bond dissociation.
With increase of the speed, processes of spontaneous (thermal)
and shear-induced bond dissociation start to compete, and we
observe an erratic stick-slip dynamics.

The stick-slip motion becomes more pronounced at larger
velocities, τ < 1/R0

o f f , where the rupture is completely deter-
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mined by the effect of shear stress on the height of the unbind-
ing potential barriers. In contrast to the low-velocity sliding
regime where rupture events are uncorrelated, the stick-slip
motion is characterized by a cooperative behavior of bond sub-
system. It should be noted that this high friction regime occurs
only under the condition that bonds can quickly reattach, that
happens when τ ≥ 1/Ron. Instead, when the sliding velocity is
too high (τ� 1/Ron), only a small number of bonds survives,
and the friction force is reduced and becomes mainly deter-
mined by the contribution coming from the viscous damping
of the aqueous solution.

It is worth to note that, differently from the previous sim-
ulations of friction in terms of rupture and rebinding of inter-
facial junctions,4,5,17 Figs. 6(a),(b) do not show a clear corre-
lation between the stick-slip oscillations of friction force and
the variation of number of attached bonds with the cantilever
displacement. The important difference of the present system
from those considered before is that the equilibrium length of
the supramolecular bonds is significantly larger than the char-
acteristic distance between the tip apex and the substrate. As a
result, during the frictional motion most of attached bonds are
in the unstretched state, and only a small percentage of them
gets ruptured at the stick-to-slip transition.

Our simulations demonstrate that, by changing the ratio
R0

on/R0
o f f we can tune the position of the maximum of the fric-

tion force as a function of velocity [see Figure 6(c)], and even
push it to range of low velocities, or of very large velocities be-
ing left with a monotonically increasing trend only. Besides,
there exist values of the ratio R0

on/R0
o f f which lead to regimes

of quasi-constant friction over a broad velocity range, repro-
ducing pretty similar trends of recent experimental data.9

The above-described variety of frictional trends has been
experimentally observed through the adoption of different
molecular sets.15

3.2 Ageing

As shown by previous studies,16,17 slide-hold-slide (SHS) ex-
periments are able to access the characteristic bonding time
1/Ron of a certain molecular complex. In this kind of exper-
iments the sliding motion of the tip is suddenly stopped and
restarted after a certain holding time t?. These measures are
usually carried out in order to estimate the ageing of the tip-
substrate junctions, i.e. to which extent the static friction is in-
creased by the formation of bonds or capillary bridges during
the rest time. The friction force measured in our SHS simula-
tions is reported in Figure 7(a) for different holding times. As
expected, the number of intact bonds increases with t?, as well
as the resulting force maximum occurring upon resuming slid-
ing [Fig. 7(b)]. However, when t?� 1/Ron the number of con-
nected complexes can reach equilibrium, and the maximum
force saturates [Fig. 7(c)]. The above argument can provide a

way to directly estimate Ron by SHS experiments: in our case
the maximum lateral force starts to increase at t?∼ 10 ms, in
agreement with the used Ron value of 0.1 kHz.

In Fig. 7(c) we report the maximum lateral force (static fric-
tion) also calculated for different distances between the holder
and the surface, Zholder, from -1.0 nm to 5.0 nm. Here nega-
tive values of Zholder correspond to the regime of repulsive tip-
surface interaction, while for Zholder = 5.0 nm there is a strong
attraction between the tip and the surface. For a resting tip,
while at zero or negative Zholder values the bonds can easily
form across the whole tip surface, at larger Zholder the bonds
form preferentially at the tip apex. However, during lateral
motion, the tip is subject to an attractive force, acting in the
normal direction, that arises due to bond stretching as de-
scribed by the last term of Eq. 1b. This normal component
of attractive force grows with the tip velocity. Therefore, even
for large Zholder, during sliding the tip is attracted toward the
surface, and its distance from the surface becomes very small,
entering the repulsive regime. Supramolecular bonds newly-
formed during the hold time do not produce an attractive force
acting in normal direction, since typical tip-substrate distances
are smaller than the equilibrium bond lengths (this is a char-
acteristic feature of long supramolecular bonds). Thus, the
absence of the bond-induced attraction between the tip and
substrate may lead to an increase of the tip-substrate distance
during the hold time, and to the corresponding reduction of the
number of attached bonds. This counterintuitive “anti-aging”
effect becomes evident for large values of Zholder, as shown
in Fig. 7(c) for Zholder = 5.0 nm. Such effect has not been ob-
served so far experimentally, since repulsive regime is usually
adopted in experiments as reference to assure a tip-substrate
contact.

4 Conclusions

To summarize, a model for the description of dynamics of
friction and adhesion caused by cooperative rupture and for-
mation of supramolecular bonds has been proposed and in-
vestigated. We found that a non-equal load sharing between
the intact bonds, which results from the curved shape of the
AFM tip, strongly influences the dynamics of friction and ad-
hesion. In particular, this effect leads to the plateaus in the
normal force as a function of tip-surface distance, which have
been observed in the pull-off experiments with supramolec-
ular bonds.9 In agreement with such experimental observa-
tions, the results of simulations exhibit two distinct regimes
of forced rupture, where the maximum normal force is inde-
pendent of the unloading rate at low driving, and it grows for
higher unloading rates. The transitional unloading rate sepa-
rating these regimes increases with the rate of bond rupture.

In lateral sliding, the model predicts a multiplicity of pos-
sible distinctive regimes of motion – each corresponding to a
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Fig. 7 Slide-hold-slide simulations for different hold times (Nmax = 1000, Vx = 1000 nm/s, R0
on = R0

o f f = 0.1 kHz): (a) Friction force as a
function of time (hold starts at t = 0); (b) instantaneous number of connected complexes; (c) Maximum lateral force as a function of the hold
time for different Zholder values (average of 10 runs, with error bars reporting standard deviation).

specific molecular complex – with increasing, decreasing, or
constant friction force trends as a function of velocity. Our
simulations demonstrate that the position of the maximum of
the friction force as a function of velocity is determined by
the ratio of the rates for bond formation and rupture. We have
also shown that slide-hold-slide experiments may provide a
way to directly estimate the rate of bond formation. Finally,
our model predicts an enhancement of adhesion during sliding
that should be a characteristic feature of long supramolecular
bonds. The latter may lead to a novel “anti-ageing” effect, in
which the number of connected bonds, and correspondingly
the static friction force, decreases at larger hold times.
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